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Th e " la w of propagation o[ error" is a tool th a t physical sc ienti s ts have co nve nie ntly and fre qu en tly
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Introduction
In the Dece mber 1939, iss ue of the American
Physics Teac her, Raymon d T. Birge wrote an expository paper on "The Propagation of Errors."
In the introduc tory paragraph of his pap er, Birge
re marked :
"The qu es ti o n of what co ns titut es the most reliab le valu e to
be ass igned as th e uncertainty of a n y g iven measured quantity is
one th at has bee n di sc ussed [or many decades and, presumably,
will continu e to be d isc ussed. It is a ques ti on that in volves many
considerations a nd by its very nature has no uniqu e answer. Th e
s ubject of th e propagatio n of erro rs, on the contrary, is a purely
mathemati cal matt e r, with very d e finite and eas ily ascertained
conclu sions. Alt hough th e ge neral s ubj ec t of the present article
is by no mea ns new, ' many sc ie nti sts still fail to ava il th e mselves
of the e nli ghte nin g co nclu sion s that may often thu s be reac he d,
while othe rs frequently use the th eory incorrectly a nd thu s arrive
at quite mi sleadin g co nclu s ion s."

Birge's re mar k 27 years ago still so und s fittin g today.
For a number of years, the need for an expository
paper on thi s topi c has been felt by the s taff of the
Statistical Engineering Laboratory at the National
Bureau of Standard s. Frequent inquiries have to
be answered, yet a dili ge nt searc h in c urre nt litera·
ture and tex tbooks failed to produ ce a suitable ref·
erence that treats the s ubject matter adequately.
The prese nt manuscript was written to fill this need.
In section 1, we co ns ider the two dis tinct situation s
under which the propagation of error formulas can
be used. The math e matical manipulations are the
same, yet the interpretations of the results are entirely differe nt. In section 2 the notations are defined and the ge neral formulas given. Frequently
used special for mulas are li sted at th e end of the
section for conve ni e nt r efe re nce. In section 3 the
accuracies of the approximations are disc ussed,
together with s ugges ti ons on the use of the errors
propagated. Section 4 contains s ugges tions on the
reporting of final res ults.
I

See. for instance. M. Merrim an, Method of Least Squ ares, pp. 75- 79 (ed. 8, 1910).

The " law of propagation of error" is a tool that
physical scie ntists have conveniently and fre quently
used in their work for many years. No claim is
made here that it is the only tool or even a suitable
tool for all occasions . "Data analysis" is an everexpanding field and other methods, existing or ne w,
are probably available for the analysis and interpretation fo r eac h partic ular set of data. Nevertheless, under certain assumptions give n in de tail
in th e followin g sec tion s, the a pprox im a ti ons res ultin g
from the use of these formulas are useful in givin g
an estimate of th e uncertainty of a reported value.
T he unce rtainty computed from the us e of these
formulas, however, is probably somew hat less th at
the actual in the sense that no func ti on form is kn ow n
exactly a nd th e numb e r of variable s co nsid ered us ually
does not rep resent fully the co ntributors of errors
that affec t the final result.

1. Sta t ist ica l Tolerancing Versus Imprecision
of a Derived Quantity
1.1. Propagation of error formulas ar e frequ e ntly
used by engineers in the type of proble m yalled '~S ta
tis tic al tolerancing." In s uch proble ms, we are
concerned with the be havior of the characteristic
W of a system as related to th e be havior of a c haracteristic X of its component. For ins tan ce, an engineer may have designed a circ uit. A prope rty W
of the circuit may be related to the value X of the
resistance used. As the value of X is changed,
W changes and the relation ship can be expressed
by a mathe matical function

",

W=F(X)

within a certain range of the values of X.
Suppose our engineer decides on W = Wo to be the
desired property of th e circ uit , and specifies X = Xo
for this purpose. He realizes, however, that th ere
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will be vanatlOns among the large lot of resistors he
ordered, no matter how tight his specifications are.
Let x denote the value of anyone of the resistors
in the lot, then some of the time x will be below
Xo, while at other times x will be above Xo.
In other
words, x has a distribution of values somewhat clustered about Xo. As x varies with each resistor, so
does w with each circuit manufactured.
If our engineer knows the mean and standard
deviation (or variance) of x, based on data from the
history of their manufacture, then he can calculate
the approximate mean and variance of w by the
propagation of error formulas:
mean (w)
variance (w)

== F(mean

x), and

== [dF]2
dX var

(x),

(1.1)

where the square brackets signify that the derivatives
within the brackets are to be evaluated at the mean
of x. The approximations computed refer to the mean
and variance of an individual unit in the collection of
circuits that will be manufactured from the lot of
resistors. The distribution of values of w, however,
is still far from being determined since it depends
entirely on the functional form of the relation between
Wand X, as mathematical variables, and the distribution of x itself, as a random variable. This type of
approach has been used frequently in preliminary
examinations of the reliability of performance of a
system, where X may be considered as a multidimensional variable.
1.2 Let us consider now the second situation under
which propagation of error formulas are used. This
situation is the one considered in Birge's paper, and
is the one that will be discussed in the main part of
this paper.
A physicist may wish to determine the "true" value
Wo of interest, for example, the atomic weight of silver.
He makes n independent measurements on some related quantity x and calculates
_
Xn

1
(Xl
n

= -

+ X2 +. . . + Xn)

as an estimate of the true value

1
n- l

S2=_-

Xo

and

L (X-X)2
1/

In

I

as an index of dispersion of his measured values . The
physicist is mainly concerned in obtaining an estimate
11 of Wo, and of the standard deviation of tv as a measure
of precision of his result. He therefore computes by
the propagation of error formulas:

[dF]2 n

var (11)= dX

S2

(1.2)

Often he assumes that 11 is distributed at least approximately in accordance with the normal law of error and
gives probability limits to the statistical uncertainty of
his estimate 11 based on the standard deviation calculated (o-w) and this assumption.
Cramer [1946] has shown that under very general
conditions, functions of sample moments are asymptotically normal, with mean and variance given by
the respective propagation of error formulas. 2 Since
xn is the first sample moment, the estimate 11 will be
approximately normitlly distributed for large n. Hence
our physicist is interested in the variance (or the
standard deviation) of the normal distribution which
the distribution of F(xn) approximates as n increases.
(Note that both estimators tv and var (11) are functions
of n.) For n large, the distribution of tv can be assumed to be approximately normal and probability
statements can be made about 11.
1.3 Hence, we have the two cases:
(1) The problem of determining the mean and variance (or standard deviation) of the actual distribution of a given function F(x) of a particular random
variable x, and
(2) The problem of estimating the mean and variance (or standard deviation) of the normal distribution to which the distribution of F(xlI ) tends asymptotically.
As examples of problems studied under the first
case, we can cite Fieller [1932] on the ratio of two
normally distributed random variables, and Craig
[1937] and Goodman [1962] on the product of two
or more random variables. Tukey , in three Prin ceton
University reports, extended the classical formulas
through the fourth order terms for the mean and
variance, and propagated the skewness and elongation of the distribution of F(x) as well. These
reports present perhaps the most exhausti ve treatment of statistical tolerancing to date.
From now on we shall be concerned in this paper
with the second case only, i.e., the problem of estimating the mean and variance, or standard deviation,
of the normal distribution to which the distribution of
F(xn) tends as n increases indefinitely, and hence
also the problem of using approximations to the
mean and variance computed from a finite number of
measurements. Since the mean and standard
deviation are the parameters that specify a particular
normal distribution, our problem is by its very nature
less complicated than that of statistical tolerancing
where the actual distribution of the function may
have to be specified. We shall, however, utilize
formulas given in Tukey's reports to check on the
adequacy of some of the approximations.

tv=F(Xn)

2
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A brie f summary is given in paragraph 2.2.

In addition, we use ILUI to denote the bound for pos·
sible systematic errors on th e meas ure me nts of .x.
The bound of these errors , unkn ow n in s ig n, is us ually
established or co njec tured by the experi menter and
its value is not based on the meas uremen ts in h a nd.

2. Propagation of Error Formulas
2.1. Definitions and Notations
(1) X, Y, Zin ca pitals s tand for the mathematical
variables to be meas ured; x, y, z in lower cases stand
for the meas ured values of these variables; Xi, yj, Zk
with subscripts stand for the particular values of the
ith measure ment on x, the jth on y, and the kth on z,
respectively.
(2) W = f(X, Y, Z) is a continuous function of the
variables X, Y, Z, with derivatives

aw a w
2

aX' aXaY' etc.

(3) All deri vatives appearing in square brackets, for

example

[~YJ, [ ~YJ, stand for the values of these de-

rivatives evaluated at the mea ns of X and y, if known,
or at the sample averages of x and y, if th e mean s are
not known.
(4) In order'to emphasize th e fact that th e mea n M,
variance (T2 and other population param e ters are usually not known, we li s t here sy mbols for both th e
estimators of population values and the population
values. For a particular se t of values of x, the values
computed from these es timators are es timates , or
computed values of these es timators.

2.2. General Theorem and Remarks

As mentioned briefly in paragraph 1.2, thle propagation of error formulas are special application s of results obtained in the study of properties of distribution s
of functions of sample moments. Doob [1935], Hsu
[1949], and others have investigated the limiting
distribution of functions of sample means relating to
hypothesis testing. Curtiss [1943] derived the limiting means and variances of th e several functions of
variables in connection with tran sformations used in
the analysis of variance. Cram er, in c hapters 27
and 28 of hi s classical treati se, proved two th eore ms
and also di sc ussed th e as ymptotic properti es of distri·
butions of fun c tion s of s ample mom e nts in detail.
For co nve ni e nt reference we s hall phrase hi s th eorems
and remarks in terms of function s of sa mple averages,
to serve as a basis of justification for the use of propagation of error formulas.
THEOREM (Cramer, pp. 366, 352-356)
If, in some neighborhood of the point X = Mx, Y = My,
the function F(X , Y) is continuous and has continuous
derivatives of the first and second order with respeq! to
the arguments X and Y, the random variable w= F(x , Y)
is asymptoticaLLy normal, the mean and variance of
the limiting normal distribution being given by:

(2.1)

Co rres pondin g popul ation
parame ters

Estimators of parameters

x=-n1 2:" x;

var w = [ aFJ 2 (T~+[aFJ2 (T~+2 [aFJ [aFJ (TXY.
ax
n
aY
n
aX
aY n (2.2)

M x (mean = firs t mome nt)

;= 1

51·= - 1- ~
L.J
n-1 ; ~ 1

(Xi-X_)"-

= _1_
n- l

1

sXy=syx =---=l

n
=

(T~.

(var iance = seco nd
ce ntral mo me nt)

{Ix; _ (Ix ;)' }
n

2:" (x;-x)(y;- Yl

(T r y = (T yx

(covarian ce)

1= 1

_1_ {Ixm
n -1

(Ix;) (Iy;)}

_ S.l'y _
r ,1:!J - - - r y.l'

n
p xy

(correlation coefficient)

S .rSy

(To'

s:c =

-vn
Sx

v.r=--:=X

5.1'

(s tandard de viation of
about M x)

(TY =.'!.:!...

V;;

(Tx
Mx

x

(s tandard d eviation
of the average X,
o r s tanda rd e rror)

(coe ffi c ien t of variation or
re lativ e s tandard
d e viation)

REMARK 1. (Cramer, p. 367)
It follows from thi s th eorem that any functi,- n of
sample averages is, for large values of n, approximately normally distributed about the value of the
function de termin ed by the mean values of the basic
variables , with a variance of the form Cln, provided
only that expressions (2.1) and (2.2) yield finite values
for the mean and the variance of th e limitin g
distribution.
REMARK 2. (Cramer, pp. 367, 415, also Doob, Hsu)
In general, the constant C in the ex press ion of the
variance will have a positive value. However, in
exceptional cases C may be zero, which impli es that
the variance is of a smaller order than n- I . Then
some expression of the form
p>

!,

may have a definite limiting distribution, but this IS
not necessarily normal.
REMARK 3. (Cramer, pp. 366, 213-214)
Th e fun c tion F(x, y) may be asymptotically normal
e ven though the mean and variance of F(x, y) do not
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exist, or do not tend to the mean and variance of the
limiting normal form. Generally, if the distribution
of a random variable w depends on a parameter n,
and if two quantities M and er can be found such that

mean Ei=O
mean xi=Mx
var x=var E i
= mean ET = er;'.

the distribution function of the variable w - M tends
er
to <l>(t) (normal distribution function with mean zero
and standard deviation one) as n-;'OO, we shall say that
w is asymptotically normal (M, er). This does not
imply that the mean and the standard deviation of
w tend to M and er, nor even that these moments
exist, but is simply equivalent to saying that for any
interval (a, b) not depe nding on n,

And for condition 2, we assume
A 2 : The errors in the measurements of Xi (i = 1, 2,
. . . , n) are s tati stically inde pendent; in particular
the se errors are not correlated or associated in any
way , i.e. ,

lim Prob. (M + aer
n -;. 00
EXAMPLE:

< w < M + ber) =

i "" j .
_ 1
Thus for x = - (XI

<l>(b) - <l>(a).

n

+ Xz + ... + XII), the mean of xis M~..

Furthermore,
_

If x is from a continuous distribution with

positi ve mean and a finite variance but with positive
probability that some x can take negative values, then
the function In is not even defined for all values of
and therefore the mean of the function In does not
exist; yet where the mean of has a positive value,
(2.1) and (2.2) give the mean and variance of the lim·
iting normal distribution.

x

x

x

x,

X -

EI

+ Ez + . . + Ell

Mx = -------n

By definition , the variance of

x is

_
(EI+E->+ . . . +EII)2
mean (x - Mx)2 = mean - - - - - - - - n

2.3. Propagation of Error Formulas

Fortified with the general theorem stated in the
preceding paragraph, we shall proceed to derive the
traditional propagation of error formulas in an ele·
mentary manner, making some comments and as·
sumptions that may be of interest. It will be helpful,
however, to explain first what is meant here by the
term "random error" in a measurement process.

=

~2 {n

mean (Ei)2 +

? mean (EiEj}}'
1# )

Using assumption s A I and A z, we obtain
_
1
var (x)=-er 2
n x

a . Random Errors

or the variance of the average of n independent measIn a measurement situation, we consider random
errors typically to be the sum total of all the small urements is ln of the variance of an individual measnegligible ind ependent errors over which we have no urement. 3
control- interpolation in reading scales, slight fluctuation in environmental conditions, imperfection and
Here the average X is a linear function of the innonconstancy of our senses, etc. Thus · for a stable dividual x's, and the exact expressions of mean and
measurement process, we find that:
variance of an average in terms of that of the individual
(1) The measured values do follow a distribution, values are well known. For functions that are not
with small errors occurring more frequently than larger linear in the x's, we expand the function about the
ones, and with positive and negative errors about mean of X by the Taylor series, and assume that the
balancing one another, and
function in the neighborhood of the mean can be ap(2) there is no obvious trend or pattern in the se- proximated by the lower order terms. For example,
quence of measurements.
let
Let us denote the ith measurement of x to be
W=F(X, y),
xi=Mx+Ei
X=Mx+Ex,
y=My+E y,
where Mx is the mean of all measurements for the
measure me nt process, and Ei the random error of
measurement Xi. Then for condition 1, we assume
If. however, the mea suremen ts are not ind epen dent . then this formula is incorrec t since
A I: The dis tribution of errors is symmetrical and the mean s of product s (EiEj) are not equal 10 zero. In Ihal case let
_
_
_
bell-shaped, with mean zero and standard deviation
mean (Eif)=PiP~' and p = 2: pu! n(1I - I). th en var (x) = -; {I + (fI - l)p}.
erx, or
3

fT~

i .. j
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where each of Ex and Ey satisfies assumptions Al and

and th e variance of

F(x,

y) is, approximately,

Az, then we can write

aF]
F(x, y)=F(Mx, My)+ [aX

[aF]

mean{F(x ,

Ex+ af Ey

y)-F(M:r, My)}2=mean {[ aF]
aX E.l'+ [aF
af ]}2
Ey

aF]2 (T; + [aFJ2
= [aX
af (T~ + 2 [aF]
aX [aF]
af (T:l'!j'
+ terms of higher orders in Ex and Ey.
Or, neglecting terms of higher order than

F(x,y)-F(Mx,My)=. [aF]
aX

Since the means of
on both sid es ,
mean

E:x:

E~

(2.3)

and

And for

E~,

( ) ==
var(lJ

Ex+ [aF]
af Ey

(lJ

(2. 6)

= F(x, y), the variance of (lJ is

[aFJ 2(Ti: + [aF]2 ~ + 2 [aFJ' [aF] (Txy
aX n af n
aX af n

(2.7)

the limiting form of whi c h is (2.2).
Finally, if (T;, (T~, and (Txy are not known , we substitute their es timators in formulas (2 .5) and (2.7),
re s ulting in:

and Ey are 0, if we ta ke th e mean

{F(x, y) - F(M x, My)}

2[

+ [a 2F] ~ + a2F ] sxy }
aP n
aXaf n '

(2.4)

Thus th e mean of a fun c tion of valu es a lw ays differs
from the valu e of a fun cti on of means by a quantity re p·
resented b y (2 .4), approxim a tely. If th e fun ction of
means F(M x, My) is the value of interest, then to
approxim a te F(Mx, My) by the m ean of F(x, y) would
introd uce an error, or bias, the magnitude of which
depend s on th e func tional form, the variances of and
the covariance be tween x and y. If, however, we
use the fun c tion of averages, F(x, :5'), the n

mean w = m ean

F(x,

y)

== F(M x, My)

+1. {[a 2F] (T5, + 2[ a2F] ~+ [aZF] (T1}
2 aX2 n
aX af n
ap n '

and
vftr(ll;) ==

[aF ]2s~. + [aF ]2~ + 2[aF] [aF ] sxy.
aX n af n
aX af n

var(tv)==

[aF] 2 (T~+ [aF ] 2 ~ ,

aX

n

af

n

(2.10)

is of the form given in Birge's paper a nd in oth er textbooks on statistical analysis of data [Ma nd el, 1964,
pp. 72-76].
For W = F(X, f, Z ), th ere will be three variance and
three covariance term s in (2.5) and (2.7). Extension
to more than three variables presents no n ew problems.

b. Extension to More Than One Function of the Variables

Let

V=g(X,
, My )== [aF]
F(x,y)- F(Mx,
aX E.r + [aF]
af Ey ,

(2. 9)

If we ass um e furth er that th e random e rrors in meas ure ments of x and yare ind e pe nd e nt , the n (T.ry = 0. a nd
the term s involvin g (T.ry in (2.5), (2 .6), a nd (2.7) vani s hes.
If thi s is the case, the term s involvin g S.l' y in (2.8) and
(2.9) should also be dropped. Thi s redu ced version
of the formula for inde pe nd e nt x and y,

(2.5)

and the bi as is only 1/ n tim es that of th e mean of the
function of individual valu es. When n beco mes large ,
this bias tends to zero, and (2.1) results.
This bias can be calculated by (2 .5) and compared to
the standard de viation of w. In practice , if (Tx and (Ty
are small, th e bias is often of a magnitude that is
negligible.
To propagate th e varian ce, we note that if E~· and Ey
are small in the sense that the second and higher order
terms in (2.3) can be collec tively neglec ted in co mparison to terms involving Ex and Ey only, then

(2.8)

and
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f , Z),

V=h(X, Y,

Z).

Then in addition to the above formulas, we have

. [aU
av]
ax' aX

O"IIL' =

?

O"i:.

When th ere are a numhe r of sys temati c errors to be
propagate d , one approach is to take I!::.w I as the sq uare
root of the s um of s quares of terms on the ri ght-h a nd
side of (2. 12), in s tead of ad din g together the abso lute
values of all the terms. This procedure presuppos es
th at some of th e sys tematic errors may be positive and
th e others negative, and the two classes cancel eac h
ot her to a certain extent.
The treat me nt of in accuracy due to sys temati c errors
of assignable origin but of unknown magnitudes is
discussed in detail in section 4 .2 of Eisenhart [1963].
Since there is no generally accepte d s ta ndard method
for co mbinin g several syste mati c errors, Eisenhart
advised and we quote

[au av] ., + [aaz'
u aZ
av] 0",.,

+ aY.aY

O"y

av] + [au
av]} p ;l" !lO";rO"y
+. {[au
ax'aY
ay'ax
av]+ [aaz'
u av]}
+ {[ au
aY' aZ
aY pyz O"yO"z
au .av]
u aZ
av]} p z:x· O"z O";r ·
+ {[ aZ
aX + [aax'

(2.11)

" Th erefo re , anyone who uses o ne of these met hod s for th e ·com·
bination of errors ' should indicate exp li ci tl y whi c h of these (or an
•
a lt ernat ive method) he has used. "

Expression (2.1 1) may be conv e nient to use to get
O"(~) where W = F(U. V), and U and V are known func·
tions of X , Y. and Z.

Information on the source and magnitude of each contributing elemental sys te mati c error is, of co urse , also
essential.

c. Some Frequently Used Formulas

For convenie nce, a few special formulg s for co mmonly e ncountered function s are li sted in l<lble 1 with
x, y assumed to be independent. These may be
derived from the abo ve formulas.

2.4.

Systematic Errors

By a systematic error we mean a fixed deviation that
is inherent in each and every measurement of x in a
particular sequ ence of meas ure men ts. If th e magni·
tude and direction of th e systemati c error are known , a
correction can be mad e s uc h that M;r = Xo, or th e mean
of the sequ ence of measurements is equal to the value
sought after. If the sign of the systemati c error is not
known and the magnitude of the error ca n be only
est im ated to be within some reasonable bound I Ill: I,
perhaps by experi ence or judg men t, th e n M;r is within
the limits Xo - Ill: and Xo + Ill:.
For a function of two variables W=F(X, Y) the n , a
bound I!::.w I for the systematic error in W is given by:
(2 .1 2)
assuming, as before, that Ill: and !::.yare s mall s uc h that
seco nd and higher order terms in Ill: and !::.y are collec tively negli gible in the Taylor series expansion. Since
ordinarily we do not know the signs of Ill: and !::.y, we
ha ve no cho ice but to add the absolute values of the
two terms together, even though the signs of the values
of the partial derivatives evaluated are known . (If the
s igns of eith er Ill: or !::.y is known , this information , of
co urse , s hould not be ignored.) If the se derivativ es
are evaluated at the point
and y, then the random
co mponents of error of and yare required to be s mall
so that these derivatives take approximately the same
values as when evalu a ted at Xo and Yo.

x

x

3. Practical Accuracies at the Various Stages
of Approximations
3.1. From the preceding sections we observe that
there are three stages of approximations:
(1) In the Taylor series expansion (2 .3), terms hi gher
than the first partial derivativ es are considered to be
negligible.
(2) ~ is approximately normally distributed for large
n. Is . th e normal distribution s till a good approximation for small n?
(3) If 0";. and O"'~ are known , we obtain 0",,,2 from (2.7) ,
and we can use this value to construc t a confid ence
int erva l 3<1 about
with the desired level of co nfid e nce
(approximate) based on normal theory . If O"~. and 0";
are not known , and si and s~ are calculated from a s mall
number of meas ure men ts, what can we say about
~ using ~ar(~) calc ulated from (2.9)?
To get so me num erical feeli ng for the closeness of
these approximations, we s hall simplify matters by
making the following assumptions which do not seem
to be too restric tive in measure ment situations:
B1 : x and yare normally and independently di stributed , with the ratio M /0" not less than 10. 4
B2 : The functional forms used are the well-behaved
ones that do not possess derivatives assuming
unreasonably large values when evaluated at th e
averages of the individual variable s.
Thus for lin ear functions, suc h as

w

W=AX + BY,
the second and higher derivatives vanish, and (2.6) is
exact.
The adequacy of these approximations is s tudied in
paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3 below. In paragraph 3.4 s ug·
:J<lSee Natre ll a {l963]. sec. 1 to 7. alsu ch s . 2 and 3.
4Fo r notational conven ience. the sym bols w. x, y. (Fr. (Ty . e tc .. are used in thi s and the
subsequent sect ions. The corresponding symbols for the average could be used by straigh t
subst itution.
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TABLE

1.

ICun c ti on form of

Propagation of error form.ulas for som.e simple fun ctions

Approx. form ula for var (w)
(x and yare ass um ed to be

w*

statisti cally ind e pendent)

Term to be added if x and y
are correlated , and a
reliable estimate of (T"J;u'
s-:;'y' can be as sumed

2ABs-.r -!J

x
y

y

__
(~W)4 (- 2xysJij)

x

x+y
x
I+ x

Sy2

( I + :1)4

In

S-')

(XY)' ( -: +-=:!'-x'
y'
S -~

xy

x

S")

(iV)2(2ab~)
xy

, '( (/'-=;s:r' + b-? =:!l;;w'
x'
y-

. (x +y)

S in - -

2

cos,(x +

4

x (= ofcoefficient
variation

S-'

in percent)

Sin2 1 }
s..J +--_- s- 2

X.ll

sin 2 -

(s:r and

100

Y)

1
22
{

w'
2(11-1)

slj

sin 4

:2
in radian s)

X
-

.r

2

sin

~ cos C-:;---Y)
s-:;!i
2 sin" ::
:2

(not directly derived
from the formulas)tt

x

r.

* \ It is assumed that the vaJue of IV is finite and reaL C.g., y 'F 0 for ratios with )~ as denominator. > 0 1'01' ~ and In
**'Wei!-;hted mean as a special case of Ax + IJY. with (I.r and cry con sid ered known.
t Distribution of :-V. is highly skewed and normal approximation co uld be seriously in error for small fl.
tt See. for example. Statistical Theory with Enginccring Appli('ations. p. 301. by A. H ald (John Wiley & SO il S . New York. N .Y .. 1952).
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gestions are made on the use of th e standard deviation
calculated for when the standard deviations of x and
y are not known. Readers may wish to go directly to
paragraph 3.5 for a summary of the conclu sions.
3.2. For x, y independently distributed and arbi·
trary F(x, y), the first correction terms to (2.6) are

Here the variance of was given by (2.6) underestimates
the true variance by the factor given in the brackets,
and the approximation could be seriously in error.
(Note, however, the "exact" formula is correct only
if x is exactly normally distributed. If x is only approximately normally distributed, then both formulas are approximations.)
For sp ecifi c fun ction s , formulas (3.1) and (3.2) given
in Tukey' s re port c an be used to check on th e ad equacy of the approximation. We quote Tukey's co nclusion in this r es pe ct:

w

(3.1)

where y is a meas ure of skewness of the distribution. 5
Therefore these term s equal zero for x , y symmetri·
cally di s tributed , a condition satisfied by assumption8 1•
The next order of correction terms involve 1T1" IT~
and IT~IT~ and are usually negligible compared to terms
in (2.6). These terms are

" Th e mos t important c onclu sion is that the class ic al propagati on
formul a is mu c h be ller than see ms to be us ually realized. Exa mpl es
indi c ate that it is quite like ly to s uffice for mos t work ."

3.3 Next we look into the adequacy of the normal
approximation. For this purpose we will defin e th e
firs t four central moments of the distribution of w as
follows:
mean
mean
mean
mean

(w - M w) = 0
(W-M w)2 = 1T2
(w - M w)3 = ycr
(W - M w)4 = [o4.

(3. 3)

If w is normally distributed, y=O, and [=3 .
lowing Tukey , we shall define

r

+ ([~~] [a~~2] + [a~:y + [a~:~y] [~~]}lTilT~.

skewness
elongation

Fol-

= yw, and
= r u4 - 304;

(3.2)

For functions involving powers of x and y less than
three, some of the partial derivatives also vanish.
For example, if
the only nonzero term of
this order is 1T3:lTt, or

W=XY,

Var (w) =

MtlT3: + M3:lTt + 1T3:lTt·

The contribution of 1T3:lTt is less than 1 in 200 if M/IT
is larger than ten.
For functional forms such as quotients, roots, and
logarithms, the accuracy is usually adequate since
powers of the means of the variables appear in the
denominators of the partial derivatives.
For the exponential function W = eX, the variance
of w as given by (2.6) is

whereas the exact formula 6 for the vanance of w,
when x is normally distributed, is

then both skewness and elongation are equal to zero
when w is normally distributed .
If x and yare normally distributed as assumed under
8 1, then in general w=F(x, y) is not normally distributed unless the function form is linear. By a
procedure similar to that used in the last section, the
coefficients of skewness f31 and excess f32 of w can be
calculated where:
[ skewness w F
[var wp

f32 =

elongation w
[var wJ2

+ 3.

f31 is close to zero and f3 2 is close to 3, the normal
approximation may be considered as adequate.
Th e terms up to order (J'4 in the propagation of
skewness for w = F (x, y), with x, y independent, are

If

skewness w

..

f31 =

==

[aF]3
aX yx~ + [aF]3
aY yy(J'~

)
..

)}.
+6 [aF]
aF] ITxlTy.
ax [aF]
aY [aXaY
2

:; Fo r de finition of y and I see (3.3) .

See, for example, The Lognormal Distribution, p. 8, by J. Ait chison and 1. A. C. Brown ,
Cambridge University Press, 1957.
6
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2

(3.4)

Of co urse one can alwa ys co mpute th e half·width s
of the respective 100 (1 - a) perce nt co nfid ence inte r·
vals fo], M x and for My by th e use of th e St ud e nt's t
s tati sti c, and use (2.12) to get th e half-width of the
interval for M"., i.e., se t

For x, y normally distributed, only terms of order
remain. If we take w = xy again as an example,
then

<T4

skewn ess w

==

6MxMy<T'i<T~

Sx

b.x=t(l _g).,,
_I,vn
/
Z
Neglecting <T~<T~ in the brackets in the denominator,
and taking M / <T= 10, (31 is computed to be 0.045.
Hence , for '/1J = y, where and yare averages of four,
the coe ffic ie nt of skewness is reduced by a factor of
four or equals 0.011 approximately.
Similarly, terms up to order ~ for the elongation
of w= f(x, y), with x, y inde pend e nt, are

x

elongation w

==

x

[:iJ

(fx -

..!.JL
v«

and , 6. y =t(I_Q.) .k_1 ,fI.'
2'

and use (2.12) to ge t 6.w. Then the interval w± 6.w
is a confi dence interval for Mw for a confidence co·
effic ient of at least (1 - a). This procedure, however,
may be criti cized on th e gro und of gross ineffic iency
in usin g the data.
We may write (2.9) as

3)~ + [~;J (f y- 3)<T~
(3.5)

[aF] 2and

1
where :>" = ~ aX

which is zero for x, y normal.
elongation w
H ence {3 z-- (V '
)9 + 3 -- 3 , and no correctl'on
anance wfor elon ga tion is necessary here.
If we look up a table 7 of percentage points of di s·

.
UJ tn'b'
utJOn o r. t he s tan dar d'Ize d vaflate

Mw WIt
. h

au·

A2 =

k1 [aF]2
aY a re two cons tants.

For given degrees of freedom for
1'-1 s~
k - l. and g iven ratIOs of
2
o

1, and Sy,
values of. a ""
v

S.1·, n -

•

2'

AIS.1' + Azsy

s tati stic hav e been tabulated 8 for confide nce coe f·
ficients of 0.99, 0.98, 0.95 , and 0.90. The interval

.
gIven

{31 and {32, we note that th e c han ges of values are rather
se nsitive to {31 and mu ch less so to {32. Thus the co·
efficient of e longatio n is us ually not as mu c h a source
of worry in the normal approximation as is the coeffi·
c ient of skew ness.
Formulas (3.4) and (3.5) and the table of percentage
points allow us to c hec k how good the normal approxi·
mation is for a given number of measurements in the
variables x and y . Table 2 gives so me exam ples of
results of suc h calc ulati o ns .
3.4 Th e third approximation co ncern s the use of the
sample variance S2 as an es timate of the population
variance <T2. If we know the precision of the proc·
esses for the measurements of x and y, i.e., we know
<T:l' and <Ty, <Tw can be co mputed from (2.7) and a con·
fidence interval about w can be constructed with the de·
sired confidence coefficient 1- a by using the table of
the normal probability integral. If <Tx and <Ty are not
known, then even if {J-11. can be computed from (2.9),
the cons tan ts to be used for constructing a confidence
interval with confidence coefficient 1 - a will be different from those for known <T.
To offer so me guideline to the solution of this prob·
lem, we again assume meas ure me nts o n x and y to
be indepe nde ntly and normally distributed. If the
number of meas urem e nts is large (a rule of thumb
could be n > 30), then (2.7) can be us ed assu ming
<Ti., <T~ , and <T:I'Y are known.

7 See T ab le 4:2. Biom etrika Tabl es for S tati stician s . Vol. I , edit ed by E. S. Pea rson and
H. O. Hartl ey. Th e Unive rsit y Press . 1958 Al so. pp . 79- 8-1..

(3.6)
is a confidence interval with confid ence coeffic ient
I -a.
These tables, however, do not contain values for
"v" for n a nd k less than 10, 10, 8, and 6 for the r e o
s pec tive con fid e nce coefficients, and hence cannot
be used for smaller sa mples. In addition, they are
useful only for two ind e pend ent variables x and y.
Alternatively Welch [1947] has proposed th e use
of "effective degrees of freedom" for the estimated
variance of UJ of the form

The effective degree of freedom

f

(lAisW
f = l(ATsWi)

is co mputed from
(3 .7)

wherefi is the degrees of freedom for 9 ST.
In general f will be fractional. The t value with f
degrees of freedom can be found or interpolated from
the t table and the confidence interval computed as
A

-+-

w-

t

A.A

( I - }ex) , / Vw·

~Se(' T a ble 11. iliom etrika Tabl es for Stat isti c ian s. Vol. I ; al so Furtllf'f cr iti ca l va lu es
fo r th e t wo- mea ns problem. W. H. Tri cke tt. B. L Welch. and C. S . .lam es. Biom e trika 4·3,
1956. PI'. ~ o ~- 5.
.
9 lf
is co mputed from Il j measurements. th e degre es of freedom IS Il j - I .
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TABLE

2.

Departures from norm.al approxim.ations

x,:r ind e pende ntly di stribut ed. with y

==

O.

r == 3, and (M ju) =

10.

p ercentage pomt
. of. -{'v -,- M"
. A

w

Ax+ By

0

0
~>(T~

--

0.045
.Oll
.0045

0.009

n= 10

Y

0.09

(MJ')" (~ o-~o-;)
Nty j114y + M'M'
.r.l/

X **

.018

- 1.80

+ 2.09

- 1.89

+ 2.03

- 1.90

+ 2.00

9
lOOn

3 .<T"
M4 n 2

--

0.009
3e 3M

+ 2.00

18
lOOn

n = 10

eY

- 1.90

--

n= 10

In

+2 .06
+2 .01
+ 1.99

--

n2

6

- 1.84
- 1.91
- 1.93

36
lOOn

162M5 <T"

,, =4
~*

+ 1.96 t

--

n2

3

- 1.96

9
lOOn

24M2 <T"

x

Upper 2.5%

--

n= l
n=4
n = 10

x'

Lower 2.5%

4.5
lOOn

6MJ"My~

xy

0-;;'.

f3, co mputed

Skewness from (3.4)

90--.,

0-4

-

----;-

n-

Il

Depends on 0- and n (both s kew ness and f3 ,
underes timated for O-/V;; > 0.2).

* y> O.
**'X > O.
t Exa<.:! when x and yare normally distributed.

The approximate confidence intervals computed by
the use of effective degrees of freedom were found to
check the exact confidence intervals given by (3 .6)
very well over the range of the latter.
3.5 In summary, the following may be concluded
for practical purposes:
(1) Terms of order higher than a-2 in the propagation
of error formulas for variance , (2.6) and (2.7), can be
neglected if (a) the standard deviations are small in
comparison to their respective means, and (b) the
second and higher order partial derivatives evaluated
at the means do not give rise to abnormally large numbers. This is usually true in the field of physical
science, since errors of measurements are usually
of the order of 1 part in 1000, or parts per million;
furthermore, the functional forms used are usually
the well-behaved ones.
(2) The normal approximation will be adequate for
large n, or if, in addition to (a) and (b) above, (c) the
individual variables can be assumed to be normally

distributed. For particular functions , the approximate values of the coefficients of skewness and elongation may be calculated and Pearson's table can be
used to check the adequacy of the approximation.
(3) For the case where the standard deviations of
the individual variables are unknown, and are estimated from the data, confidence intervals for the
estimate i'D' can be constructed either by the use of
tabulated values of the "v" statistic or by the use of
effective degrees of freedom. These confidence
intervals can be considered as a form of "precision
limits" in the sense that if one makes the same sets
of measurements a large number of times under the
same conditions, and constructs the confidence intervals each time by the same procedure, then a large
proportion of the intervals so constructed, 100 (1- a)
percent, will bracket the mean of all these sets of
measurements. When only one set of measurements
will be made, the probability is 1 - a that this interval
will bracket the mean.
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4. Reporting of Results

A footnote explaining the role of "e" is often very
helpful. Several examples are given below:

4.1. Suppose a set of measurement data is available, and, by using the appropriate propagation of
error formulas, the following are obtained for the
quantity of interest, Wo:
(1) The estimate of wo, W, based on n values of x,y,
etc.;
(2) the estimated standard error of;;;, o-fij, and associated degress of freedom j;
(3) limits to the systematic error in w, Aw.
The estimated standard error of tV gives a measure
of precision of the experimental results, or a measure
of scatter of the values of iVfrom the average value of
Mw for repeated performance of the particular experiment. But this measure of precision does not indicate
at all how close this average value is to the value Wo
intended to be measured. The estimation of limits to
the systematic error is an essential part of an experiment and need not be discussed here [Youden, 1961].
One may remark generally that systematic errors
usually do not pose a serious problem when the
"imprecision" is large, since these systematic errors
are, so to speak, "swallowed up" by the random errors.
The systematic errors, however, play an important
role when the precision is excellent and is of about the
same order of magnitude as the systematic error. In
that case, it is essential that the systematic error, or
errors, be reported separately from the imprecision
part of the reported value, as measured by the standard
error, or the confidence intervals, computed.
In scientific literature, it is not uncommon to come
across expressions of results in the form of M ± e,
where "M" is an average of some kind and "e" represents the uncertainty of "M" in some vague sense.
This type of reporting proves to be most frustrating
from the reader's point of view. From the context
alone the reader cannot possibly infer whether "e"
represents probable error, 3-sigma limits, systematic
error , or some combination of random and systematic
errors. As a co nseque nce, the quality of the results,
and the validity of inference drawn from these results,
are to a large extent left to the judgment and guesswork
of the reader. Hence, the writer owes to himself, and
to his reade r, to specify clearly the meaning of "e"
as he uses it. In particular, the number of measurements from which the measure of random error was
computed and the manner in which the systematic
error was estimated are both essential elements of the
reported value and need to be included.

"In the ex pre ss ion of the form M ± e, M is the ave rage and e is the
standard e rror of M based on n measurements (or based on lJ degrees
of freedom). "
" Th e indicated un certainty limits for M are overall limits of error
has('d on <).5 percent confidence limit s for th e mea n_ and on allowanet's for e ffec ts of known so urce s of poss ibl C' sys tematic error_.'·
"T he uncertainty give n represe nt s 3-sigma limits base d on the
c urre nt accep ted value of the standa rd de viation , known so urces of
sys te matic e rrors being negli gib le,"

Chapter 23 of Natrella [1963] "Expressions of the
Uncertainties of Final Results" gives a thorough discussion on this topic, and is an excellent reference
for all physi cal scientists who have occasion to report
numerical results of their experiments.
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